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OBJECTIVES

BEHAVIORAL OUTCOMES IN KNOWLEDGE

As a result of these activities, you should be able to:
Identify at least five different land use categories in an urban environ Lint.

Construct a data collecting and recording tool for sone part of an u han
environment for data that is observable, collectible, and recordable.

Describe a procedure to use in initiating an urban environmental
investigation.

Identify at least three component parts of an urban envi onment.

Describe four interrela ionships that exist between component parts of t e

environment.

BEHAVIORAL OUTCOMES IN FEEL NGS AWARENESS, VALUES, AND ACTION

A5 a result of these activities, you should be able to:
Analyze factors and alternative solutions to present condition in an
environment.

IdentifY forces and change agents that can be used for or against the
improved livability of the area.

Describe what you can do to become involved in community action programs
of identifying and suggesting solutions to local environmental problems.

Describe how you and the community people can become involved in_affecting
the local political decision-making process through environmental urban

investigations.

CONCEPTUAL OVERV EW

1. Man is influenced by many of the same_hereditary and envjronmental factors tia
affect other organisms and their populations.

What is a neighborhood, a district, a boundary?
What is a neighborhood district boundary?

2. In any environment, one component like space, water, air or food may become a

limiting factor.
What is social environment?
What is a social environnent survey?

Natural resources, water and minerals in particular, are une ually distributed
with respect to land areas and political boundaries.

What is county government?
What is the role of government - the expert, and gov- ent - the listener.
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4. Increasing human p pulations, rising levels of living, and the resultant demands
for greater industrial and agricultural productivity promote increasing environ-
mental contamination.

How do we summarize "environmental knowledge"?

5. Environmental management involves the application of kno ledge from many
different disciplines.

What happens to the environment of one neighborhood, affects the living con-
ditions and environment of another neighborhood?

Zoning is a practice in which land uses are prescribed based upon value judgments
regarding the needs of socity.

Does lack of long range planning cause problems?

7. Increasing population and per capita use of resources have brought changed land
to man or resource to population ratios.

Is there a conflict between the rights to engage in business and have jobs,
and the rights of residents to live in a quality environment?

Social values and mores influence personal conservation behavior.
Eminent domain, fair compensation, urban renewal.

Individual citizens should be stimulated to become well informed about resource
issues, problems, management procedures, and ecological principles.



MATER ALS AND EQUIP ENT
L ST BY LESSON

Lesson

Transparencies
Definition of a district
Transportation map of your school's attendance area

Conducting Environmental Survey, Form #1

Lesson 2

Survey preparation handout

Lesson 3

Instructions for the Presentation

Les n 6

7 or 8 large sheets of cardboard
4 or 5 coffee cans of starch or paste
water
1 big box of crayons or colors
classroom copies of Sea-Tac Communities Plan - Sixth Month,Report Map Supplement

Lesson 7

Environmental Assessment
""The 6Ioia-Ti-3T6TirTFFRile"
Map Supplement to Sixth Month Report

Lesson 8

King County Waste Generation

esson 10

6



TIME:

CONCEPT:

LESSON 1

One period or a little less. You might pass out the ma erials
from the "kit" for students to look at if you have time.

Man is influenced by many of the same hereditary and environm n al

factors that affect other organisms and their populations.

What is a neighborhood, a district, a boundary?

What is a neighborhood district boundary?

[CIIVE; Near the end of les on, with knowledge of the concepts, groups of
five students shoulo be formed according to an agreed-upon neigh-
borhood district boundary that includes their hones or reasonably
near their homes.

MATERIALS: 1. Definition of a district - make an overlay of it.
2. A transportati n or other purpose map of your school's

attendance area. See your school secretary for one. Make an
overlay of it.
A copy of Conducting Environmental Svvey, Form #1

PROCEDURE: S ap One
A. Have this short warmup or blackboa d.

1. What is a neighborhood?
2. What is a district?
3. What is a boundary?
4. Define your neighborhood district boundary.

B. Tell your students this warmup is not a test. It will be
referred to again at near end of today's lesson.

ae an overlay of definition cf a district. Compare student
responses from their warn up papers to this definition and conduct
a teacher-led discussion into what ingredients are absolutely
necessary to understanding neighborhood, district, and boundary.

Step Three
Continue teacher-led discussion into the subject of how the concept
of neighborhood district boundary could be applied by each student
to his home setting. This step has to be oral so students can
complete the ultimate objective of this introductory lesson. Now
have each student write a definition of his or her district.

Step Four
From previous oral discussion and from previous associations,
students should be ready to form into groups of five (5) students
who seem to define their neighborhood districts as being nearly the
same. Continue until every member of the class is in sone group.

EVALUATION: Step Five
Have students remain in their groups. Distribute first'41tto report
form to be completed. From these, te cher should be able to tell
which students do not understand concepts and/or are in wrong groups.

7



FINAL NOTE:

NOTE: For those groups having trouble, "What land marks do you feel

a part of7"

Step 5ix
If time, have each group choose a secretary - person to wri e down
all the responses to this question: What activities of our neigh-
borhood might be investigated by someone interested in finding out
more about the social environment of the place?

Teachers need to check this first environment report form quite
closely:

1. To find groups who overlap into other groups' boundaries.
2. Make the necessaryadjustments to reduce overlap and pro-

perly assign personnel.
3. Be sure to communicate changes to the students.



DISTRICTS

DEFINITION:

A MEDIUM OR LARGE SIZE AREA OF SIMILAR CHARACTER OR TYPE.

A PLACE YOU HAVE THE FEELING OF "BEING INSIDE OF". AN

AREA THAT YOU CAN MOVE DM AROUND, AND THROUGH.

MAPPING SYMBOL:
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NAME

Social Studi es 9

Conducting Ehvironmental Survey

Due at end of period from

each student

Report Form #1

Before the lesson - What do you understand by neighborhood dIstrict boundary?

.
Names of other menbers of your sur ey team.

Your survey boundaries are:

Why did your group choose the boundaries it did?

Think of a nost appropriate or cormcnly recognizable name for most of your

surveyed district



TIME:

CONCEP1:

LEs 5 2

One day

In anj env ror eit, one co oneht like space, water, air or food m y
becone a 1 in.' tin g factor.

What is a soc lal environnent?
What is a social environetent survey?

OBJ ECT IVE S: Groups construct arid c onduct an environment investigation of a
defined rei ghborhood district. Each student construct a data
collecting and recording tool for a survey post assigned to that
person by the team. Such a tool i s observable, coll ectible, and
recordable.

MATERIALS The srvy preparation hand u one for each student.

PROCEDURE StejCne
RecaliT step six of les.scra one (1) , teacher ask students -
Mat 610 pow. obaerve abouv q neigi-zborhood, your neighborhood?
Appoint -a couple of students to list student responses on the
bl ack boa rd.

Tch-er--cal 1 on two or three of the sharper students to come to the
blackboard.. Ask them so whole class can hear - flow would you
oeparate on group tliea voeponsee into weak; to inveztigate?
Call on other members of the class to suggest labels to call these
groups,

Call on-another two students to come to the board or overhead screen
to show tog these groups might be reduced in size by abbreviation
symbols, This is maki ng a 1 egend for showing this information from
a map or simil ar di spI

W1rihstudent label na.rnes for their category groups still on
blackboard or hung butcher paper. teacher passes out the sample
ditto of suggested labels from an adul t source. Have a class dis-
cussion on the problem of comparing where forest service 1abels
might mean essentially the same as class ones, The teacher makes
clear to cl ass that each group will do the five (5) labels from the
U. S. Forest Service, plus the ones from class that have not been
incorporated into the 'basic 5".

Ste_p_flyA
11.i-chb.r---esks students to toce out a sheet of paper and make 3 columns
named Column, 1, Column al and Column 3. Above Column 2, write the
title of this chart - Sto Data Col lectin Chart, Subject
See sample here - Put cam amp e on a d for clasTrariii.

13



Olumn 1
What we want to
find out

Stage Data Collecting Chart
Subject - Aviation

Column 2
How to collect

Column 3
How to record

Location of flight
patterns through
our neighborhood
-Into Sea-Tac

Noise levels

Size of aircra t

Go to spot locations
and observe

Stand with a tape
recorder at selected
outside and inside
locations

Haps

Play tape to class
with narration

Observations Drawings

1±1ELL
StWintS are reassigned to their groups to perform two activit es.
1. Group as a whole divide the subjects among themselves.
2. Each student set up his or her chart from the list of assigned

subjects still on blackboard.

Step Seven
Each student is to complete the answers to the assigned chart.in
two nights.



PRIVATE PROPERTY LAND USE SURVEY

List the major uses of land in the area. Stress to students to use their OW

words for labeling and categorizing this list.

Group these uses into appropriate categories.

Label the categories.

Develop a legend for plotting tIlis data on the nwp.

2. Additional Inforiiiation

DEVISE MI OWN METHODS TO COLLECT ANC RECORD THIS DATA.

SUBMIT THE METHODS AND THE DATA, UI WRITING, TO YOUR GROUP LEADER AT THE END

OF THE SESSION.

SOURCE: U. S. Forest Service, Portland, OR
Investigating Your Environment
Series, A Lesson Plan for
Jnvestiiatia -n Man Communi
page

iLi



TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORIATION SURVEY

1. InventorA and plot on nap

List the major traffic routes in the area.

Group these routes into appropriate categories.

Label the categories.

Develop a legend for plott ng this data or the map.

Students to add additional names for data to collect, like sideWalks.

2. Additional_informati n

DEVISE YOUR OWN METHODS TO COLLECT AND RECORD THIS DATA.

SUBMIT THE METH DS AND THE DATA, IN WRITING, TO YOUR GROUP LEADER AT THE
END OF THE SESS ON.

SOURCE: U. S. Forest Service, Portland, Oregon
Investigating Your Enviroment Series
A Lesson Plan for_Investigating an
Urban COmmunfty, page-13



PUBLIC PROPERTY LAND USES SURVEY

Inventory and plot on maR

List and name the public property land uses in this area.

Group these facilities, and services into appropriate categories.

Label the categories.

Develop a 1 ,end for plot ing this data or the map.

2. Addttional information

DEVISE YOUR OWN METHODS TO COLLECT AND RECORD THIS DATA.

SUBMIT THE METHODS AND THE DATA, IN WRITIEG, TO YOURGROUP LEADER AT THE

END OF THE SESSION.

SOURCE: U. S. norest Service, Portland, Oregon
Investigating Your Environment Series,
A Eesson :Plan for Invotigating_an
Ur-ban Communiq., page-14

1 7



ENVIRONMENTAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES SURVEY

Inventory and flot on mIE

List and name the environmental assets of the area. physical and visual)
Examples: historic landmarks, visual impact structures, natural features,

aesthetically pleasing entrances, etc.

List and name the environmental liabilities of the area (physical and visual)
Examples: conflicting land uses, high traffic streets, residential over-

crowding, poor paving, curbs, sidewalks, adverse natural features,
sameness of environment, etc.

Group the environmental assets and liabilities into appropriate categories.

Label the categories.

Develop a legend for plotting this data on the map.

SOURCE: U. S. Forest Service, Portland, Oregon
Investigating Your Environment Series,
A Lesson Plan forinvestigating an
Uri:4n COMI-Unity, page 1T



SURVEY OF THE POPULATION

TEACHERS PLEASE NOTE: This survey could be done by two people.

1. IELT-Itpla.AnLalcIL

Collect inforaation about the population characteristi_s of the area.
Age, income, education, size of families, renters-owners, length
of residence, etc.

Students are to be told to tell people in their neighborhood they call on:
The purpose of this information is to give the students practice in using
more exact methods for finding out about local community%

Develop a lgend for plotting this data on the map.

2. Additional inform ion

DEVISE YOUR OWN METHODS TO COLLECT AND RECORD THIS DATA.

SUBMIT THE METHODS AND THE DATA, IN WRITING, TO YOUR GROUP LEADER AT THE ENO

OF THE SESSION.

SOURCE: U. S. Forest Service, Portland, Oregon
Investigating Your Environment Series,
A Lesson_ Plan for Investigating an
brban-CoMmUea , page



TIME:

IDEA:

CONCEPT:

LESSON 3

One or two days

Preparing and practicing how you_will give the 3-stage data chart

to the class by'working within the group.

Natural resources, water and minerals in particular, are unequally
distrib ted with respect to land areas and political boundaries.

What is county government?
What is the role of government - the epert. and government - the
listener?

TEACHER
Make enough copies of the following ins ructions for your students

PREPARATION:
presentation. In preparing class, note that their performance will
be evaluated in the following format so organize it as follows.

Step A
-Recite your 3-stage data collecting chart to us slowly:

1. Tell what you wanted to find out
2. Demonstrate how you collected.

Example: If you interviewed people, what did you ask them.

3. Show your recorded evidende - maps, chart

Step B
Compare the methods you used to gather and present information .

What was accurate or inaccurate about them?

PROCEDURE: S'5ep 0,ne

Distribute to each student sheet entitled Instru ons For the

Presentation".

Step Two
7Facher explains It carefull, stopping for questio s.

Teacheli Instructs class members to begin setting up our reports.
Write your task down, make your visual displays.

Step Four
Re earse to a friend. Obtain criticisms and suggestions_

tep_Five
tudents are to be instructed to make as many copies of their work

as there are members of his group.

2 0



LESSON 4

T ME: One period, hope ully

CONCEPT: Increasing human populations, rising levels of living, and the resultant
demands for greater industrial and agricultural productivity promote in-
creasing environmental contamination.

How do we summarize "environmental knowledge"

OBJECTIVE: Citizens can organize information on their own and present it to
planning and decision making bodies. In order for fruitful develop-
ment of policies to take place, the listeners must react to what
they are hearing.

PROCEDURE:

Teaairassigns every student to play the role of a different
governmental hearing officer. The basic five roles are:

1. A representative from the county commissioner's office
in charge of private land use planning.

2. A representative from the county commissioner's office in
charge of transportation.

3. A representative in charge of public land use.
4. A representative in charge of environmental protection.
5. A representative in charge of population information.

NOTE: There may be more roles to assign depending on how many
other labeled subjects are being investigated by the class.

pILIE
rter each student is assigned to a specific listening role, and
just before students are to give their reports, distribute o

call attention to this form for listening:

Subject I was Assigned by
County Office to Listen to

Summany of What Most Speakers Said

How Information How it was
Was Collected Recorded

What Categories
of the Subject
were Investi ated

Step Three
At the end of the reports and before you collect the "government
experts" summa ies, aSk the students to play the role a bit further
and to imagine how the experts might have gone about the ma tasks
differentl$,,

21



TIME:

CONCEPT:

SETTING:

PROCEDURE: SttLITi
Stdditilff are given this chart and asked to complete ,it as seatwork.

LESSON S

One day

Envi onmental management involves the application of knowledge

many different disciplines.

What happens to the environment of one neighborhood, affects the living

conditions and environment of another neighborhood?

Students are to return to their neighborhood survey groups.

STITidits are now to return to their individual seats and rows.
Silently they are to list as many conclusions as they can about the
whole community from the military information on their charts. Collect

and grade.

Step_ Three
Tell stucients to keep their summary charts. They will be needing

them during the simulated public hearing coming up soon.



SAMPLE: From Mr. Files 9th Grade Classes
at Glendale Junior High, Highline School District

Names of
groups areas White Center Beverly Park Glendale Southern Heijhts

Private Land

Purposes Residential

Needs Less apartments

Problems Many houses are
too old and not
kept up.

Transportation

Purposes

Needs

Problems

Public Land

Purposes

Needs

Problems

Environmental
Assets and
Liabilities

Purposes

Needs

Problems

Facts About the
Population

Purposes

Needs

Problems



REVIEW:

CONCEPT:

MAIN ACTIVITY
OF THIS LESSON:

LESSON 6

It is important for the students to see that anyone can gather data;
however, it is important to talk to people in the role of experts
about one's data gatherina process, as in Lesson 4, and see summaries
of all associated neighborhoods, as in Lesson 5.

Zonin,g is a practice in which land uses are prescribed based upon value
judgments regarding the needs of society.

Does lack of long range planning cause problems?

New student committees are formed on the basis of one student from
each of the old committees for the purpose of making a visual model
or replica of all the neighborhoods of the school service area.
Back in Lesson 3, students on each committee were required to make
copies of their information, and distribute one copy to each of
their fellow committee members. That information is now to be used.

MATERIALS: 7 or 8 large sheets of cardboard
4 or 5 coffee cans of starch or paste
water
1 big tlox of crayons or colors
classroom copies of Sea-Tac Communities Plan - Sixth Month Report

Map Supplement

PROCEDURE: S e One
Group: sThould be formed to make topographic model maps of the entire

school service area. It is recommended that one person from each
distri t previously studied in this Pak be in each model group.

Step T
re many tasks to be assigned within the g oup. (cutting,

mixing, pasting, coloring, etc.) A different person in each group
should be made responsible for a different task.

StIree
Tertbin'St-rtict this model, each group is to refer to the Sea-Tac

Communities Plan: Map Supplement to Six'Month Report pages 5-3,

5-4, 6-6 5-6, 5-7, 5-8, 5-9. Make appropriate markings on your
model.

pFour
Whein-iiirTed, these models can be used as evidence during the simulated

public hearing process to follow.

TIME: Expect to spend 3 days

EVALUATION: Positively accept all models by prominently displaying them. Let

the students know this in advance.

21



NOTE TO Starting with Lesson 7, the students hopefully will be engaged in

TEACHER: simulating the re4l process of site selection without_a master land

use plan for a Win area, and experiencing the prOblems lack of

planning causes.

Pak 2 - Land_Use takes up the specific question of citizen involve-

ment in developin- a comprehensive master plan for any given local

community.

Contact for Pak 2-Land Use
Mr. Willis Guise
Project ECOLogy
Highline School Dist. #401
15675 Ambaum Blvd. S. W.
Seattle, WA 98166



LESSON 7

CONCEPT: increasing population and per capita use of resources have brought
changed land to man or resource to population ratios.

Is there a conflict between the rights to engage in business and have
jobs, and the rights of residents to live in a quality environment?

REVIEW AND
INTRODUCTION: In Lesson 6, the students began to experience "expert gathering

of data when they referred to the Sea-Tac Communities Plan, Map
Supplements in constructing their displays.

MATERIALS: 1. Neighborhoods in Highline Study Area King County. Planning Dept.
Use either as a handout or distribute books, Environmental
Assessment from the kit.

2. Make copies of ditto attached to this lesson entitled "The
Glendale Social Profile".,

Map Supplenent to Sixth_ Month Report. See your kit.
NOTEL Noth materials #1 ani #2 above can be adapted to any
school service area in the Highline School District.

OBJECTI E: The student is to compare the information he gathers from the map
pages and puts on ditto chart with the big visual displays the
comnittees made in Lesson #6.

EVALUATION: The student cpietly and intheir test-taking seats will .turn into
the teacher a list of similarities between the information gathered
by students as represented ky the finished visual displays they
have just observed and the information from the completed "social
profile" chart in front of them.

ANOTHER
EVALUATIVE
TOOL: To better assess student ability to understand and interpret social

information gathered by planners, have them compose welcoming
letters to a student and familymoving to his school area from
another school area at the opposite end of the school district.
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Social Studies 9
Mr. Files

Full Name

Subject: The Glondale Social Profile

Material: Map Supplement, Pages 1-1 to 1-
Introduction - Page 1-0 - Glendale is part of census tract

/A f 211

/All of-269/-

274--Upper

hand corne
/265-The East half /268-

/270 East of freeway/

Map #1

Community
Trepds

Topic Names Glendale Percentage Compared to District Norms

16

17

18

19

20



LESSON 8

TIME: 2 days

CONCEPT: Social values and mores influence personal conserva ion behavior.

Eminent domain, fair compensation, urban renewal.

PREMISE OF
THIS LESSON: Unincorporated King County areas are without master plans regulating

the location of private or public projects that affect the school

area community's environment.

INTRODUCTION: Starting with this one, the rest of the lessons in this pak are
devoted to the students experiencing the application of the in-
formation they have collected to a real and quite possible environ-
mental problem.

BASIC

ACTIVITY: Each student is to use the resources mentioned in the objectives
and materials of this lesson to select three (3) alternative sites
from the school's service area for a proposed method of disposing of
solid wastes.

PROCEDURE: Stqp One
lstday of this 2 day lesson. Motivate students to become familiar
with various methods of solid waste disposal you are going to pre-
sent to them by showing one or both of these short films available
from Highline District:

Garbage - 10 min.
Recycling Waste

DiitHbute reading material entitled, King County Waste Generation

(RIBCO). Tell students to note that thus reading is all about t e
different "candidates" or choices residents of King County have for
disposing with wastes. For each candidate system, show the
students there are two or three paragraphs of reading and an
accompanying explanatory diagram on the opposite page.--nis reading
should be read aloud by a good reader, but because it is too
technical, conduct class discussion on the meaning of each candidate
system primarily by having students translate to their own words
what the diagrams are trying to say.

eac er assigns students to a different candidate system, and dis-

tributes the following specific instructions:

1. Each student will select three (3) possible sites or routes
for the construction of his or her assigned candidate system.

Each student will select and explain in writing threereasons

for his choices and their ranking. Material for doing this

is in #5-Natural Determinants section of Sixth Month Report:

Nip Supplement. NOTE: The land does not have to be vacant.

Residents can be paid to relocate.

2 9



Step Four
Tea6er has each student come to front of class and point out his
number 1 location choice to class and give his or her reasons.
Collect all reports.

Step Five
Upon completion of these oral reports, two votes are aken:

1. On the one most preferred candidate solid was e system
to be used.

2. On the one most preferred site or route.
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CANDIDATE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

INCINERATION WITH PO ER RECOV RY

OVERVIEW

Incineration is the second most popular disposal method in the
United States. There are 300 municipal and many thousands of
industrial incinerators operating. Only a fourth of the
municipal systems meet current air codes. Tight emission
control that will be necessary to meet air quality standards
set for 1975 will likely hinder the further use of incinera-
tors in large cities. But industrial incinerator systems
should continue to be popularparticularly systems in the

200-500 lb/hr range. Volume reductions of 95 percent are-
common, with reductions of 98 percent possible under some
conditions.

Incineration with energy recovery, either to heat water for

steam, or as burnable gases, becomes economical only in
large units. Chicago began operation of a 1,600 ton/day
waterwall incinerator in March. Some of the 440,000 lb/hr
of steam generated will be used to operate the plant, with
the remainder available for sale to surrounding industries
About a dozen large steam-raising incinerators are operating
in Europe.

The only other public system operating with energy recovery
in North America is a 11200 ton/day plant in Montreal, which
also began operating this spring. The Montreal plant's
four boilers generate a total of 100,000 lb/hr of steam.
Montreal figures incineration costs about $7/ton now, and

only half that once markets are found:for all the steam.
With the energy crisis upon as, the desirability of power
generation makes this alternative more desirable.

3 7
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CANDIDATE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

PYROLYSIS WITH RESOURCE RECOVERY

OVERVIEW

One of the newest resource recovery processes involves the
complete reformation of wastes into the lower molecular weight
compounds. Pyrolysis is a series of reactions involving heat
absorption conducted inthe absence of oxygen or in a controlled
oxygen environment which allows product composition to be
precisely regulated. It is similar to a distillation process
and is often referred to as "destructive distillation."

Through regulation of time, temperature (1,000-2,000°F),
pressure, and oxygen, a pyrolysis reactor can produce various
products:

1. a gas consisting of hydrogen, methane, carbon
monoxide and carbon dioxide;

an oil or "tar" that is liquid at room temperature;
and

a "char" consisting of almost,pure carbon plus nerts
(glass, metals).

Of greatest interest in the pyrolysis process is the production
of synthetic fuel oil and the recovery of saleable glass and
metals from mixed municipal refuse. A basic process would
include shredding incoming wastes and separating glass and
magnetic metals prior to pyrolyzing the organic fractions and
recovery of oil and char generated. Other methods could include
waste heat recovery for the generation of steam and internal
consumption of fuel oil for complete pyrolysis without supple-
mental fuel.

Pyrolysis, as a major disposal process of municipal wastes,
is still in the pilot plant stage. Studies of pyrolysis,systems
have been conducted by Garrett Research and Development Company,
Monsanto's Enviro-Chem Systems, Battelle Northwest, the Univer-
sity of West Virginia, and Union Carbide. A 150-ton-per-day
demonstration plant is now being built in San Diego under an
EPA grant by Garrett Research.

4 0
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CANDIDATE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

TRANSFER STATIONS WITH RAILHAUL
TRANSFER STATIONS AND STANDBY SANITARY LANDFILL

OVERVIEW

As wastes are transported increasing distances for land dis-
posal, the key factors become processing to reduce bulk prior
to transport, and mode of transportation. The problem tra-
ditionally has been reduced to two alternatives:: transfer
and haul of all wastes to sanitary landfills, or incineration
to reduce bulk before haul to a land disposal site.

. . . . . . . . . . . . _

Experience has shown that where suitable sites are available
within economic Uuling distande-,- it is less expensive to
use the landfill method. The key economic factor is the cost
of transport, determined by both distance to the disposal
site and the amounts of wastes to be transported.

Generally the lower the unit worth of the shipment, the
greater the total weight required to be shipped to obtain
economy of operation; as solid ,wastes have a negative value'
the size of the shipment is very,important. For that reason,
large core cities and their dependent regions are logical
input points for solid waste shipment; and railroads offering
a high tonnage, long distance, and extensive transportation
network, are the logical carriers.
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CANDIDATE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

COMPOSTING

OVERVIEW

Composting plants are numerous in Europe and have been
established over the past 20 years in the United States.
Generallyl_these have met with little success and all have
closed with the exception of two which operate on an inter
mittent or reduced scale. These include Altoona, Pennsylvania,
and Brooklyn, New York. Cities that At one time had compost

.

plants include Houston, Texas, Gainsville and_Jacksonville,
Florida, and Johnston City, Tennessee. The City of Tacoma
also had a fully operational compost plant At one time.

Several.processes are available ranging from windrow spreading
to sophisticated mechanical digestion. All employ nature's
basic decomposition process, but to various degrees control
the environment in which natural decomposition occurs. Most
employ separation of non-compostable materials from compostable
by shredding and rapid digestion through controlled air,

temperature, and mixing.

Experience indicates that composting is simply a process
prior to ultimate disposal. It lends itself well to a
recycle center or as a method of reducing the pollution
potential in landfilling. Compost from mixed municipal
refuse has not proven to be satisfactory as a soil amend-
ment when compared to manuresand chemical fertilizers.

4
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CANDIDATE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT sYSTEM

REGIONAL SANITARY LANDFILL

OVERVIEW

The most common system of disposal and the least expensive
alternative is the regional sanitary landfill. This alterna-
tive is often viewed by the public as having the most local
impact and is often misunderstood because many landfills
have-not-been completely equipped to minimize adverse'
environmental impacts. If well designed and constructed
(and.afforded the priorities and standards given other
public utilities, water supply and sewage disposal) it

can function with a minimum of environmental impact And
provide a luture urban amenity for recreation. This alterna-
tive is not just the perpetuation of the existing system,
although some existing elements would be incorporated.
Desigin standards will be developed that are commensurate
with air, water, and noise requirements applicable to
other types of municipal waste disposal systems-.

Former landfills near Woodland Park, Ravenna Park. Stan
Sayres Pits, and other areas have been converted to open
spaces for public usage. These areas might have been developed
for other purposes had they not been landfills. This demon-
strates the potential for land reclamation or reservation
by sanitary landfill.

4 9
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CANDIDATE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

SANITARY LANDFILL WITH HAL D WASTE

OVERVIEW

High pressure baling is a neans of improving landfill

densities. Experience indicates that pollution potential, as

compared to the standard sanitary landfill, is drastically
reduced, land is available for more uses, and landfill lives
are increased or more land is available for other uses.
St Paul, Minnesota, and San Diego, California, both have
examples of baling practiCes.-
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CANDIDATE SOLID WASTE MAGEMENT SYSTEM

SANITARY LAWDFILL t1ITH SHREDDED WASTES

OVERVIEW

Shredding is a means of changing the form and chaacteristios
of mixed municipal refuse to achieve an improved landfill.

In a shredded form, organics decompose at a rapid rate,
"burning itself out" quickly. When left uncoveredfor several

years, shredded wastes resemble a humus-type material with

only plastics and other nondegradable materials remaining.

Two distinct processes are available, both achieving the sem

product. The first process is a process in which material

is torn_or ripped apart. However, bulky wastes, tires, and

large pieces of metal, for example, car not be processed
without damage to the machine. The second process is
similar, but wastes are milled or ground into smaller particles.

Some degree of flexibility is allowed as to material input

with unacceptable wastes being rejected.

Seve al installations around the United States exist, Madison,

Wisconsin, being one of the first. Vancouver, Washington, is

the closest example of municipal refuse processing by shred-

ding and Tacoma, Washington, has one for processing demolition

waste.
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CANDIDATE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

TRMSPOR T F SHREDDED WASTE BY SEWER SYSTEM

OVERVIEW

With current solid waste management systems requiring roughly
BO cents of the disposal dollar for collection and transpor-
tation, the idea of using an in-placer low cost transport
system like the existing sewer networXs is attractive.
Material now transported in a sewer is around 99.5 percent
water and only 0.5 percent solid matter. Assuming velocities
and capacities in the sewer system are sufficient, the
solid content in the sewers can easily be increased by
grinding organic refuse at either the home, or more practically,
at transfer stations strategically located near major sewer
trunks and by injecting these wastes into the sewer'system.

Although wastewater treatment facilities are not now sized to
handle the solids content that would occur from this alterna-
tive,.technology exists .to enlarge these facilities to handle
this increased solids loading and to provide rapid anaerobic
digestion of these same solids. This alternative has not
been applied to date on a large scale; however, the alternative
is technically feasible and can best be compared to the use
of a home sink garbage disposal on a larger scale.

Backup facilities would be required for materials not suitable
for anaerobic digestion or sewer transport, and also for
unsewered and outlying areas.
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CANDIDATE SOL.ID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

RECYCL- CENTER

OVERVIEW

A_recycle center is a facility which contains a variety
of processes to transforM waste into reusable forms in
an effort to minimize the amount of waste actually re-
quired to be disposed.

For maximum efficiency of a recycle center, there should
be home segregation and products delivered that lend
themselves to recycling. Likewise, collection of these
materials must concentrate the individual materials to be
recycled and bring them to a facility that is cost effective.
To reach this position, the center must be able to capture
a majority of the available wastes that can be recycled.

The recycle center is only one of a large number of
possible combinations of solid waste systems. If recycle
centers are found to be desirable for this region the
optimum combination with other solid waste systems will be
sought. Any recycle system must deal with the fact that
there are certain wastes that cannot be recycled and
must be disposed of. Only one recycle center of this
,iature has been seriously proposed, and is under construction
in Delaware.
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CANDIDATE SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

OCEAN DISPOSAL

OVERVIEW

With competition for land use intensifying, it becomes
obvious to seek out other locations for the disposal of
refuse. There is little apparent competition for the use
of the ocean floor, especially beyond the continental shelf
where depths are greater than 600 feet. There are few
commercial fisheries at such great depths. Few people could
come in contact with the.disposed refuse even if they wanted
to. .The disposal operation would not be an eyesore. It

could not be seen or heard by anyone except the.operators
and a few seagulls. Once the refuse has been disposed of,
it appears that it would remain in place indefinitely.
Tests have shown that if refuse has been submerged to certain
depths, it is hydrostatically compressed and will continue
to sink,unaided. Refuse disposal in ocean trenches will
be drawn into the earth's mantle, never to be seen by humans

again.

However, there are drawbacks and uncer ainties in the concept.
It is very difficult to predict what will happen to the refuse
once it has been disposed of. Its impact upon ecology of
the ocean floor is not known. And if refuse should be one
day recognized as a resource, it will be unavailable.



TIME: Three periods total

CONCEPT:

LESSON 9

Individual citizens should be stimulated to become well informed
about resource issues, problems, management procedures, and ecological

principles.

INTRODUCTORY: Teacher should lecture briefly to students. In our complicated

society, members of the same household often have two conflicting
roles to play in our society. One role is that of earning money to

support the family. This is most often done by going outside of the
home and neighborhood. The other important role is often opposite
interest of living and relaxing in the neighborhood.

MAIN
ACTIVITY: The students will be able to understand this conflict of interest

concept in modern society by actually developing interest group
roles and acting out a simulated public hearing process.

PR EDURE: SIep One
Put Ifie students into the following groups by having them draw interest

group name slips by lot
- The Solid Waste Unlimited Company developers of solid waste

projects
- The Neighborhood Environmental Improvement Council

- The Teamsters Union Local located in the nearest town
-The Sanitary Worker's Union Local in the area

- The local school board
-The local builders association
-The county planning commission
-The local medical association
-The County Pollution Control Board
- A member of the press and radio-TV (two good students)

The last group on this list in the group that conducts the hearing.
Call it the King County Council Commission Charge of Public Works.

Steo Two
reparation before the hearing begins.

Time - rest of this first period
The following material is to be distribute:

"How To Prepare Interest Groups Step-by-Step"

S ep Three
Prior to tearing time

1. Teacher distributes "How to Proceed Step-by-Step" to the

member of the King County Council Commission who is to act

as chairperson. He or she is instructed to read these rules
of conducting a hearing carefully with the teacher.

Completing this, the members of the Commission conducting the hearing
are advised to prepare an agenda or order of phases of the public

hearing. They are:

5



1. Public Hearing No. 1 - Selection of site or route
Speakers from interest groups listed here in advance
of the hearing.

End of fi st period.

SECOND Stp Four
TIME The c airperson and the rest of the public works commissioners arrange
PERIOD: the classroom according to the attached diagram. Also it is helpful

to have the chairperson distribute and read the attached "At the
Hearing-Tips".

Step Five.
AllOWgrOups 15 minutes time to go over before hearing preparations

as well as these new instructions, "At the Hearing-Tips".

Step_ Six

Just before hearing begins, distribute analyzin_ information sources
form to each student.

Step Seven
Start hearing.

THIRD Step Eight
TIME After the hearing
PERIOD: Time - The third classroom period

Follow attached instructions and assignments. Be careful to note one

assignment is for all groups except one.
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How to Prepare - Interest Groups
Step-by-Step

PUBLIC HEARINGS

Public hearings give citizen groups still another opportunity to communicate with the

public, or publics, for yam- objectives should be two-fold. First, to get your views

before the control agency or legislative body holding the hearing. Second, to get

your views to the general public through the press. Here are a few suggestions to

help you get maximum benefits from a public hearing.

Before the Hearing

1. Duplicate copies of your prepared statement. Print on only one side of the paper.

See teacher for ditto masters.

2. Prepare an advance press release. Again, use only one side of each sh et of

paper. Get the release ane a copy of your full statement to the press the day

before the hearing, Be sure both the release and the statement are marked

"Advance Copy - Not for Release Until..." (Insert date and time, a.m. or p.m.

when you expect to present the statement).

3. This advance work serves several purposes: it reminds the press that the hearing

is coming up; it shows your press contacts that you've thought of them - even

though they know you want coverage, and if they cannot cover the hearing them-

selves, at least they have your statement.



A suggested form for a group's statement to the press and to the commission c09ductin g

the hearing.

We recommend (this action about this issue

because (of these facts)

a-d.these opinions from our group)

The following steps would be necessary to implement our recommendation.

Signed

Student names

Name of interest group

Cate



Now to Proceed: St p by Step

1. The Chairman will call the meeting to order an_ explain the object of

of the meeting.

2. He will describe the rules to be followed. These include:

a. No one may speak unless, after standing, he is recognized by the

Chairman.

b. All remarks must be related to the problem being discussed.

c. When one person is speaking no one else may interrupt him.

d. If the speaker wanders from the point, abuses other people, or in
any way defeats the purpose of the meeting, the Chairman will declare

him out of order. If the speaker does not correct his behavior, he

may be told to stop speaking, or as a last resort, throhm out of the

meeting.

The Chairman will describe the order of the meeting. This will be:

a. First, a representative of Solid Waste Unlimited will be asked to

stand and describe the company's plan. When he has finished speaking,

he may ask experts he has brought as witnesses to stand and speak.

The Chairman will then announce that any person at the meeting who

is in favor of the company's plan may stand and have a voice. At

that tine, he will call on people by the order in which they stand.

All people who wish to speak will be recognized.

Next, the Chairman will announce that he will recognize people who

wish to oppose the company's plan. Again, he will recognize them in

the order in which they stand. All people who wish to speak will be

recogni2ed.

d. After all people on each side have had a chance to speak, the

Chairman will announce that the question is open for debate (10-

minute maximum). Any person may stand to present his point of view,

or to argue against someone else's point of view.

e. At the end of the debate, the Chairman will thank the people for

their participation, tell them that their arguments will be conside ed

by the King County Sewage Commission, and adjourn the meeting.

Adapted from
SOURCE: Quigley, Charles, M., and Ldngaker,

Richard P., Voices for Justice Role
Playind in Democratic Proce ures
Ginh-andr-197-0



ANALY1 NG INFORMATION SOURCES

To be completed by all interest groups during and after the hearing.

Examine sources of information about the simu ated issue.

Media
(Newspaper,

TV, interview
re ort, etc.

Source of
Information

(Who put it out )

A enc indivr:.
Title Date

urpose o
Publication

or other info.

loin s o

view
Expressed
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At the He -ing - Tips

1. Have enough copies of your prepared statement for each member of the committee

or board or commission conducting the hearing, plus some extras for their files

and have copies for the press too, along with your press release.

When you're called to testify, be brief, no mere than four or five minutes, but

request that your full statement be included in the hearing record.

Begin with your name, address, title or group affiliation, and cite other groups,

if aey, which support your position and have asked you to say so.

4. Tell why you support - or oppose - the subject under consideration. Give facts

to back up your position. Don't make charges or ac '!sations you cannot prove,

5. If appropriate, explain how the public interest is affected by the issue, who will

benefit and how much it will cest, etc.

6. If WU have several speakers, avoid repetition unless special emphasis is de-

sired. Have each cover a different point or approach the problem from a dif-

ferent aspect.

7. Speak clearly -- loudly enough to be heard, slowly enough to be understood, but

quickly enough to hold attention.

Be prepared to answer questions - tb explain your position, to explain the nature

of your group, how your group's position was reached (executive boarr, vote, mem-

bership meeting, mail referendum, etc.). If you don't know the answer to a

question, say so. Don't bluff. Offer to get the answer and send it in for the

record. On rare occasions, a committee member maybe hostile and may attempt to

rattle, confuse, irritate or intimidate you. Don't let yourself get confused

angry or nasty.

Try to have many supporters attend the hearing even though they will not testify.

Casually mention their presence in the audience in your opening remarks. Some

call this "packing a hearing". Others call it "showing strength and support".

Numbers reinforce your stand. An indication of broad support can sway legis-

lators as well as public opinion.

10. Listen carefully to other statements presented, especially by the opposition.

Make note of factual errors er new ideas or proposals, for you may be asked to

comment on what other witnesses say. If se, don't attack the opposition or

make personal remarks.

11. Respect the right of others to disagree wIth yvu. Do not applaud or show dis-

approval of any speaker.

12. If you have written statements of community leaders, other organizations etc. who

support your p)sition but could not attend the hearing, ask that the statements be

included in the record.

13. Thank the committee or board or commission for giving you the opportunity to

testify.

7 1



CLASSROOM

FLOOR PLAN FOR KING COUNTY SEWAGE COMMISSION

PUBLIC HEARING

Witnesses -
Supporters .of

the Sewage Plant

Representative of King County
Sewage Commission, Chairman

Wi -ness

Stand

Witnesses for
Opposition

SOURCE: Quigley, Charles M., and Longaker,
Richard P., Voices for Justice
Role Plqing in Democratic Proce-
Tures, Ginn en-d Co., 1970



After the Hearing

For all interest groups except public works commission.

Promptly prepare and submit answers to any qudstions you were asked but could
not answer at the hearing. If you think any comments made by the opposition
were factually incorrect or need rebuttal, prepare and submit a supplementary

statement for the record. But don't rehash what was said in your original

statement. This instruction is to be done by those members of the-interest
groups who did not speak.

2. If your press contacts wrote or broadcast stories containing your views, call
them, congratulate them on their good reporting and thank them for the coverage.

. Don't complain to the press if your views weren't included in their coverage,
or if you think the coverage was bad, or if you think you were misquoted.

One day after the hearing, consider sending a letter to the editor for pub-
lication, referring to the hearing and try to point out what, if anything, the

public should then do to help.

5. Inform your own members on what happened at the hearing through your organi-
zatioo's newsletter, or a special letter to alI members and cop es of press
clippings, if any.

Turn into teacher a copY of all work done here,



To be used only by rep esentatives of the King County Sewage Commission

ESTABLISHING CRITERIA TO EVALUATE RECOMMENDATIONS

To be used by decision making body_. After hearing the presentation, rate

the recommendations on the chart below.

NOTE: There are many ways to make a decision. Voting is only one of them.

Criteria
(List items needed to consider
in evaluating presentations

Recommendations_ by Interest Groups

Name of Interest Group

Lae cost

appeanance

Rate recommendations against criter

diskuption oi otheit pubiLc

etc.

tudents gayi th.i.4 tat shoad

add mote Laith h

hap.

eachet 4

Summary of the De ion-makers evalua ion and report:

7 4



LESSON 10

RATIONALE: What happens to the people and their property that lie directly in

the pathway of an approved development project?

TIME: One period

MATERIALS: Law and the Cit- , Justice in Urban America Series, Boston: Houghton
.
if- in Cbmpany, 1970, pages 105 to 110

OBJECTIVE: Using the_case study style set up in this book, write a fictional law
case.involving urban renewal. Write the case so that the govern-

ment's taking of the land under eminent domain does pot serve a
public purpose.


